
White   Paper 

InTeNtIoNaLiTy   AND   Discipline  
Version   1.00 
 
What is one thing, in any area of your life that you believe you              
need   to   have   greater   intentionality?  
 

“Yes,   please   write   it   down.”  
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 

White   Paper   Purpose 
To assist individuals learn they can achieve anything they put          
their   heart   and   mind   to   .   .   .   IF   .   .   .   individuals   are   intentional. 
 
“If we don’t value something . . . then we better           
be intentional about it . . . or we will never have            
what   we   don’t   value.” 
Mark   Boersma 
 
Are we struggling with the above quote . . . I mean . . . why                
would   we   want   something   that   we   don’t   value?  
 
Great question! Money is a great example of this. Most people believe they             
value money, but think about it . . . we probably don’t. What we value is what we                  
think   money   can   give   us.  
 
We might think money could give us material things or even love, power, respect              
or even more time. If we don’t value money . . . we better be intentional about                 
earning   money   or   we’ll   never   have   much   more   than   we   need   to   survive. 
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There are many things which inspired this white paper. One of those things is              
the   white   paper   .   .   .  

How   To   Earn   Money   From   Everything 

www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/Cool-Free-Stuff/earn-money 
 
That white paper was written out of frustration of so many people saying they              
wanted to earn money, but then not doing the specific actions required to earn              
money. Kind of crazy . . . right . . . someone saying they want something but then                  
not   doing   what   was   required   to   do   it. 
 
Why   does   this   happen? 
 
As we become more self aware of this phenomena in people and in ourselves              
we’ll start to see something very very strange. People, including ourselves, will            
say we value things but then we don’t do those things which are required to see                
success in obtaining what we say we want. This could be money, relationships,             
spiritual,   moral,   emotional   or   really   anything   we   desire   in   every   area   of   our   lives. 
 
Why   does   this   happen? 
 
Some of the deep insight from this white paper comes          
from  “The Art Of Seduction Of The Masses” which is a           
easy to read book by a 15 year old author.          
www.ChangeEducationToday.org In this book it helps to       
clarify that anything BIG, government - media - business -          
religion - labor - edcuation . . . almost, it seems sets out to              
seduce people by saying . . . “Your problems are not your            
fault. If you align your money, time, talents . . . really your             
whole   life   with   us   we   will   help   you   succeed.”  
 
You don’t have to THINK, you don’t have to SEE, all you have to DO is what we                  
direct you to do and you’ll be successful. BIG seeks to make things easy and               
simple which creates the masses of people who do not SEE, do not THINK and               
do   not   DO.  
 
Why   does   this   happen? 
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“Yes,” if you’re asking did we capitalize every other word in the title intentionally?              
Why? It was to grab your attention and bring you in? It was intentionally              
designed   to   create   interest   and   curiosity.  
 

The   Tipping   Point   .   .   .  
Most things seem to be random in nature, in our lives . . . but are they? It’s the                   
4th of July today and earlier this morning on a mastermind call a gentleman              
stayed   around   after   the   call   and   asked   me   an   interesting   question   .   .   .  

“How   do   I   deal   with   all   the   anger   that   I   have?”  
 
As he and I talked further all the dots started to connect for me. Linda Lorbach is                 
a GAP jumper and Elise Sims is a bridge builder. Intentionality and Discipline are              
what   revealed   these   things.  
 
Much if not most of this white paper, will not make sense to you. Hmmmm, why                
would   someone   write   a   white   paper   that   doesn’t   make   sense   to   most   people?  
 
Hmmmm, I wonder if they had Intentionality in doing this? I wonder if the author               
of   this   white   paper   desired   to   build   Discipline   into   those   who   were   reading   this? 
 
Hmmmm, great questions! I wonder if the author of this white paper felt that BIG               
was causing people to not THINK which means that most people won’t SEE and              
if we don’t SEE or THINK we are stuck doing what BIG tells us to do . . . which                    
works   for   a   FEW   .   .   .   but   not   for   the   MANY. 
 
If . . . you are lost or really the most lost you are, the more maybe you have been                    
seduced by BIG and anything that seems to be complex, even slightly, you might              
shy   away   from   and   you’ll   trust   BIG   to   tell   you   what   to   do. 
 
If . . . you’re thinking “Whoever wrote this white paper is a little crazy.” . . . we                   
have to share with you, YOU’RE WRONG! They are not a little crazy but a lot                
crazy!      :-)         We’re   actually   serious!  
 
You’re seeing . . . you’re experiencing a mind that is being unleashed . . . and we                  
trust   that   will   be   an   exciting   journey.  
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So . . . what does one do, if you’re not getting everything you want               
in every area of one’s life? Hmmmm, we would recommend joining           
or starting a virtual or live Coffee Connection mastermind group.          
www.MyCoffeeConnection.org  
 
If the crazier this white paper gets . . . the more drawn into it . . . you become                    
then you’re probably, what often is called a “mutant.” A mutant is someone who              
seems to be very abnormal, someone who often doesn’t fit in, someone where             
people   are   drawn   to   and   pushed   away   .   .   .   all   at   the   same   time. 
 
If you’ve made it this far . . . congratulations! The more you understand what is                
being shared above, the more of a mutant you probably are. The person who              
passed this along to you, is also a mutant or realizes that you may be and                
desires to help you to open up for energy, power and unique insights and              
perspectives   to   a   worldwide   audience.  
 
The author is not being revealed for very intentional reasons. One reason is that              
it creates curiosity and will draw more people in. Another reason, is that really, in               
many ways there is not one person who authored this white paper but many              
people. Yes, one person wrote down the words but the words and experiences             
are   coming   from   so   many   people,   over   a   period   of   five   decades. 
 
“You are the most intentional person I know! Who has a system of             
being asked three times, when hard things are shared before you           
share   the   answer.      That’s   crazy!”  

Josh   Champneys 
 
“You are so clear as to what you’re life vision, your purpose for being              
put   on   this   planet.”  

Jeff   Ristine 
  
In talking with the gentleman this morning . . . I realized something powerful. I               
realized that I could help them gentleman turn his “anger issue” into earning             
more income, while working less hours . . . providing for his family and getting he,                
his wife and his daughter into a position where they could develop systems             
where they would have plenty of money to where they could live out their passion               
and   life   vision   each   and   every   day   .   .   .   IF   .   .   .   they   were   Intentional   &   Disciplined. 
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Being Intentional is great as long as we are intentional about the            
right   things.         What   is   the   right   thing?  
 
Great   question   .   .   .  
“If you were in a room with someone who had a gun, would you rather them                
know how to use the gun or did not know how to use the gun?” Yes, that is                   
a   real   question   so   please   answer   it.  
      [         ]   -   I   would   want   them   to   know   how   to   use   the   gun. 
      [         ]   -   I   would   prefer   they   not   know   how   to   use   the   gun. 
 
This is a question that I often ask people to determine the purity of their heart.                
More   on   that   later.      :-)  
 
Being Disciplined is great as long as we’re disciplined about the           
right thing. We all have discipline built into us in some areas and             
we   all   lack   discipline   in   others.  
 
Kind of funny statement . . . “Everyone is consistent . . . even inconsistent people                
.   .   .   they   are   consistently   inconsistent.”         :-)  
 
If you’re wondering . . . is this leading anywhere OR this guy seems to be crazy                 
and   keeping   a   lot   of   loops   open?  
 
Well . . .. we’ve already determined that I’m crazy so that’s a given if we’ve been                 
paying   attention.      :-)  
 
Have   you   ever   been   told    “You   think   too   much!”?  
 
Any idea as to how to reply to people who say this to you? I like to ask this                   
question. 
 
“Thanks   for   sharing   that   with   me.      Any   idea   as   to   why   I   think   so   much?”  
 
I like to smile and say “Thanks for sharing . . . any idea why I think so much?” . . .                      
wait four seconds, yes intentionally four seconds :-) . . . and say “Because I can.”                
Give them a big smile and then walk away. It will usually take around 45 seconds                
after   walking   away   for   them   to   figure   out   what   you   really   said.      :-) 
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[      ]   -   Step   1:   The   CORE   .   .   .    “Discover   One’s   Life   Vision” 
If you’re still with me, congratulations, I’m excited for you and us. :-) SEE, I               
believe you are tracking enough now to figure out the DEEP CORE of being              
intentional.  
 
See . . . I believe that I am so          
intentional because at the age of      
eight years old my Life Vision was       
revealed to me. It took over 30 years        
of intentionally figuring out how to      
take that into a system and freely       
share   this   with   others.  
 
I believe our Life Vision is unique to each one of us individually and there are no                 
two life visions which are the same for the 7+ billion people on the earth. Think                
about   this   .   .   .   it’s   kind   of   like   a   fingerprint,   everyone   is   unique   and   special.  
 
The   larger   our   Life   Vision,   I   believe,   the   more   intentional   we   need   to   become.  
 
To   discover   our   Life   Vision   in   20   minutes   check   out   the   following   video. 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/discover-my-life-vision 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: If you have not followed directions well and joined or           
started a Coffee Connection group,     
www.MyCoffeeConnection.org then there is a very large       
chance you will not follow through with what is being shared           
in this white paper. Call the person right now who gave you            
this white paper and ask them out to coffee to talk further            
about   what   is   being   shared. 
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Most of us have never really met someone who is so intentional and disciplined              
so we don’t know what we don’t know and aren’t able to SEE things we’ve never                
seen before. Alan Stein had seen glimpses of this over his lifetime but even then               
it   took   almost   nine   years   to   actually   SEE   it.  
 
What triggered Alan to finally SEE it? It seems that The Dimensional Living,             
Coffee   Connection   mastermind   group   was   the   tipping   point   to   help   Alan   see   this.  
www.DNAforSuccess.com/Mastermind-groups/Dimensional-Living 
 
“For a long time, I “saw” or thought I saw you as a business owner               
trying to make a living for his family, just like all the rest of us are. I                 
thought your primary goal was the same as most people in the world-             
to make money so you could support yourself and retire at some point             
to enjoy the fruits of your labor. Then I started to “see” that this was               
just   a   reflection   of   where   I   MYSELF   WAS   AT. 
 
I started to SEE that as being only on the superficial exterior. The             
DEEPER REALITY was and is something that I am completely          
unfamiliar with and still struggle sometimes to accept - that you are            
coming from a much a different place - a place that is very different              
than the rest of us. I do not have much access to this place. It is a                 
place with a different conception of SELF. Where real service to           
mankind is the driving force not concerns with my own life issues.            
Hard to even imagine what this would mean to me if I were to attempt               
to live so differently. Much has to done first though before I could even              
reach the dimension where this could be a reality not just imagination.            
See, it is not really about making more money, doubling your income            
or being more successful. I started to catch glimpses of something           
much, much deeper. Like peering into another dimension for         
moments.   This   is   what   we   are   really   being   led   to.” 

Alan   Stein 
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[      ]   -   Step   2:   Knowledge   .   .   .    “Learning   ‘What   to   do’” 
 
It’s   great   to   have   a   Life   Vision   that   is   now   clear   .   .   .   but   then   what? 
 
We now have a clear idea of where we want to end up at the end of our lives, i.e.                    
what we were put on this planet for . . . but now we have to figure out “What                   
actions   do   we   need   to   take   do   daily   to   achieve   our   Life   Vision?”  
 
To learn my “What actions” I’ve given up millions of dollars, a life of ease and                
even   risked   my   very   life,   my   marriage   and   my   children.  
 
Getting started with a Coffee Connection will get us on the right path, moving in               
the best direction. By my simple calculations . . . it’s taken me 81,120 hours to                
figure   this   out.      Serious,   it’s   been   at   least   that.  
 
It’s always amusing to me when people want to learn what I’ve take over 80,000               
hours   to   learn   and   they   want   it   in   30   minutes.      :-)  
 
It’s always interesting to me when people don’t “get it” in a few weeks or months                
or   even   years   and   how   quickly   people   give   up.  
 

Alan Stein shared . . .  “You know you’ve discovered your           
Life Vision . . . when it pursues you . . . even             
when   you   don’t   want   to   pursue   it.”   
 
If you have had your 30 minute Strategy Session done for you personally and              
individually then do that immediately. Go into this session, expecting that it will             
change   your   life   forever   .   .   .   because   it   has   for   so   many   others.  
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Examination/30min-strategy 
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Once we’ve discovered our own     
unique personality through the 30     
minute Strategy Session we better     
understand how and why we think      
the way we do AND how that has        
helped us to SEE the success we       
have and how the way we THINK is        
now   holding   us   back.  
 
Learning how to build a BOS -       
Business Operating System, an    
engine which will run our business      
will help us to gain the knowledge to        
be far more intentional about     
everything we do in every area of       
our   life.  
 
 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/success-through-systems 
 
Of the three DNA’s to earning more money, while working less hours, having less              
stress and having greater life balance, which of the three DNA’s do we need to               
have greater intentionality in learning, having the knowledge to DO what we need             
to   do,   in   order   to   BE   what   we   were   meant   to   be? 
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[      ]   -   Step   3:   Discipline   .   .   .    “Doing   what   we   know   to   do.” 
 
Once we know what we need to do, the actions we need to take then we need to                  
have the disciplines to take those actions on a consistent basis. Most of us are               
not   disciplined   enough   to   do   this   .   .   .   so   we   get   started   .   .   .   but   then   stop. 
 

We   need   to   learn   to   “Think   Differently.”  
www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/thinking-differently 

 
 
 

“You are intentional   
with everything you   
do,   aren’t   you?”  

Steve   Casey 
 
 
 

Make   sense? 
If   it   doesn’t   make   sense,   any   idea   of   what   to   do?  
 
Hmmmm, if you’re not sure then you’re probably not that great of a listener or a                
very   good   student.      Join   a   Coffee   Connection! 
 
It’s always interesting to me . . . when people have the same challenges /               
problems week after week, month after month, year after year, decade after            
decade   .   .   .   and   they   aren’t   able   to   figure   it   out   .   .   .  
 

AND 
 

They won’t listen or follow through on even some of the simplest things. It’s like               
they seem to not only not know very much . . . but they think they know a lot. It’s                    
like they can’t solve their own problems, don’t seem to have a clue how to solve                
it, but then have all kinds of confidence, a solution presented by someone else              
won’t work AND/OR they don’t have the DISCIPLINES to be consistent even with             
30 minutes a week out of 10,080 minutes in a week. Really??? What’s up with               
that??? 
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BIG . . . everything seems to have seduced us into thinking that we’re amazing               
(we could be) and we deserve success without having to work hard (that’s not              
true.) 
 
If we’re not going to work hard in how we think, then we need to learn to TRUST                  
others who have invested their whole lives into figuring things out. The best             
would be learn how to think for ourselves but if we don’t . . . then at least TRUST                   
the   right   people.  
 
Let’s swing back to the gentleman who created the tipping point for this white              
paper and his challenges with his anger. After a few minutes on the phone I               
realized that we could help him not only solve his problem but he could earn a lot                 
of   money   in   solving   that   program.      How? 
 

● Linda Brakeall, coach for becoming an international speaker and author          
shared . . .  “You don’t write a book to bestow your wisdom and knowledge               
on others, you write a book on a specific topic to gain deep wisdom and               
knowledge on that topic.” Hmmmmm, seems like that would be a powerful            
thing to become, a speaker and author, and would require both being            
intentional   and   being   disciplined.  

● If this young husband and father were to join a mastermind group and gain              
assistance   on   this,   that   would   be   a   great   place   to   start. 

● If he were to leverage the knowledge and experience of someone who has             
the experience in doing this to help himself in starting a mastermind group,             
writing a white paper, putting together a course with a strong focus on the              
military (for which he is a part of), then through being intentional in creating              
a   unique   product   /   service   he   could   become   a   millionaire.  

 
Be intentional in finding someone who has the knowledge, networks          
and systems who could help you take the magical part, “Yes, even            
anger, depression, fear, hurt . . . and be intentional about connecting            
everything into one’s Life Vision and we’ll see success we never           
dreamed   of. 
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First and foremost, learn to personally be intentional        
and disciplined in everything we do . . . AND . . .             
then we can learn to help others to do this to create            
WIN   WIN   WIN   for   everyone   we   come   in   contact   with. 
 
 
“I’ve never met anyone like you. It’s almost like you expect or at least              
desire for everyone around you to consider, to be intentional with           
every word they speak and seek to always speak in the least number             
of   words   possible   to   be   the   most   intentional   with   every   word   spoken?”  

Rosanna   Boersma 
 
“I’ve met a lot of intentional people in my life and I’ve never met              
anyone who actually seeks to reduce the words he speaks down to 5             
words from 20. You share publicly that if someone / anyone asks you             
a questions and you aren’t able to answer it in less than three             
minutes, you have not deeply thought out the question and the           
answer.      Who   does   that?!?!”  

Anne   Wayman 
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It seems . . . that we as human beings tend to            
fall asleep and/or become complacent. It’s      

easy to work our whole life for security and comfort          
and end up living a life that is not fulfilling of our            
deepest desires, living a life of passion and/or living to          
our full potential i.e. living our Life Vision daily. We’re          
enslaved and we don’t even realize it at a conscious          
level.  
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Once we discover our Life Vision, the reason        
we were put on this planet we realize at a          

conscious level, maybe for the first time in our lives          
how amazing our life is and the deep meaning and          
significance our lives COULD HAVE . . . IF . . . we live              
a   life   of   INTENTION   and   DISCIPLINE.  
 
It seems, in the present, in the short term, living in the            
moment . . . that our lives become worse and we           
desire to go back to where we were in life, to the safe place, to the place of                  
comfort and ease. There is adversity in the valley, causes most people to turn              
back   into   the   safety   of   the   plain,   where   we   use   to   be,   where   it’s   safe   and   secure. 
 

 
The mountain top experience is what      
we all seem to desire at a heart level         

but so few of us have the clarity of a Life Vision            
to guide us there. Those who do pursue the         
mountain, often get caught up in the adversity        
and turn back. We give up too quickly, don’t         
press forward and lack both the intentionality and        
the discipline required to pursue our Life Vision.        
We lack the discipline to pursue the truth and the          
focus / intentionality to take the actions we must take to follow the life journey to                
live our passions and life vision each and every day. For those who turn back               
they give up true freedom and settle on something less. That something less             
seems innocent enough, when in reality it is slavery because we are lazy and              
unwilling to pursue the truth at all costs. We give up the future, our destiny, living                
our   passions   and   our   Life   Vision   for   the   superficial   of   living   in   the   moment.  
 

 
What happens when we reach the top of        
the mountain, have a mountain top      

experience? It seems like we discover there is a         
whole new mountain to pursue and conquer. New        
truth, deeper understanding continues to give us       
greater freedom and less being enslaved. It’s like        
we’re we’re alive in ways that most people never         
even   dream   of.  
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What’s a higher number, a “2” or a        
“9”? Most people would say a “9”       

of course. Why? It’s because we tend to        
think in the dimension we’re currently in. If        
there are 10 levels in a dimension, once we         
hit a “10” we move to a new dimension, the          
next dimension. A “2” in the next dimension is         
actually higher than a “9” in the previous        
dimension.  
 
There is great deal of resistance, almost like        
the gravitational pull of the earth to leaving the earth’s atmosphere to move into              
outer   space.      The   following   are   some   great      white   papers   on   this   concept. 
         -    www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/Next-Dimension 
         -    www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/Unlimited-Bandwidth 
 
A powerful mastermind group to plug into is Dimensional Living and each week             
we   drill   into   concepts   which   are   life   changing.  
      -    www.DNAforSuccess.com/mastermind-groups/Dimensional-Living 
 

 
Why does it seem that some people       
see such great success and others      

seem to struggle? When our world view is        
such that we need to fix everyone else around         
us but we’re fine . . . that does not seem to            
work so well. When we learn to take personal         
ownership for those things in our lives, we        
learn to see success. A great white paper to         
drill into this topic in greater depth is “Why I          
choose   not   to   succeed.”  
www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/Succeed 
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Natural Laws govern the world and      
our lives. Great choices lead to great       

consequences / results and Poor choices lead to        
bad consequences, i.e. slavery. Learning to      
have INTENTIONALITY & DISCIPLINE assist us      
to   see   the   truth   and   the   truth   will   set   us   free. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

When our world view, starts out with I        
need to change before I start to look at         
others, we start to learn to think in a very          
different way. This changing in thinking      
is far more difficult as it’s easier to focus         
on   others. 
 
Learning to take personal ownership     
leads to prosperity which leads to      
freedom.  
 
 
 
 
Check out the entire white paper library and share these white papers with others              
we know. Many of these white papers have taken many decades to discover             
what has been shared and is communicated in the white paper. In many ways a               
white paper is more powerful than a book as it’s tighter and far more concise.               
Most   will   only   take   15   minutes   to   read   .   .   .   but   could   take   a   lifetime   to   understand. 
 

White   Paper   Library   -    www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff 
Video   Library   -    www.DNAforLife-laws.com/career-success 
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White   Paper 

InTeNtIoNaLiTy   AND   Discipline  
 
So . . . do you have enough now . . . to better pursue with                
intentionality and discipline what you had written down at the          
beginning   of   the   white   paper?  
 

What is one thing, in any area of your life that you            
believe   you   need   to   have   greater   intentionality?  
 

“Yes,   please   write   it   down.”  
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 

So . . . what specific actions will you take as a            
result of reading this white paper to increase your         
intentionality   and   discipline   on   the   above?  
 

“Yes,   please   write   it   down.”  
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
If we haven’t completed our complimentary 30 minute Strategy Sessions let’s           
take   three   minutes   and   register   for   that   IMMEDIATELY!  
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/Examination/30min-strategy 
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